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The cardinality of the set of units, and of the set of

equivalence classes of primes in non-trivial Euclidean do-

mains is discussed with reference to the categories "finite"

and "infinite." It is shown that no Euclidean domains exist

for which both of these sets are finite. The other three

combinations are possible and examples are given. For the

more general Euclidean rings, the first combination is possible

and examples are likewise given.

Prime factorization is also discussed in both Euclidean

rings and Euclidean domains. For Euclidean rings, an alter-

native definition of prime elements in terms of associates

is compared and contrasted to the usual definitions.



PREFACE

The Euclidean domains admit of a simple theory of

divisibility and this theory has been studied in the more

general Euclidean rings. The set of units (invertible ele-

ments) and the set of primes (irreducible elements) in a

Euclidean ring play a central role in this theory. In this

thesis, the cardinality of the set of units, and of the set

of equivalence classes of primes within the categories

"finite," and "infinite" are explored. The four combinations

are analyzed for non-trivial Euclidean domains, with examples

given for three of the combinations. The fourth combination

is shown to be inconsistent, but after expanding to Euclidean

rings, an example is presented. The definition of prime for

Euclidean domains is also generalized for Euclidean rings,

and the two definitions are compared and contrasted briefly.

In this thesis, the basic concepts of number theory, as

in An Introduction to the Theory of Numbers, by Niven and

Zuckerman, and of commutative rings, as in the first edition

of Moderne Algebra, by Van der Waerden, will be assumed. How-

ever, material dealing directly with Euclidean rings and

Euclidean domains will be presented and proved where needed.

All commutative rings referred to in this thesis will

be assumed to have a unit element, which will be denoted by e.
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CHAPTER I

EUCLIDEAN DOMAINS

The first seven definitions stated in this chapter are

for commutative rings, including therefore the Euclidean

rings and Euclidean domains.

Definition 1. Let R be a commutative ring, and a and

b be non-null elements of R. Then a is said to divide b

(written aib) if there exists an element x in R such that

b = x.a.

Definition 2. Let R be a commutative ring. An element

of R is said to be a unit (denoted by c) if there exists an

element x in R such that -x= e.

Definition 1. Let R be a commutative ring. A non-null,

non-unit element p of R is said to be prime if p= a-b in R

implies a= 1 or b= s 2 '

Definition 4. Let R be a commutative ring. A non-null,

non-unit, non-prime element c of R is said to be a composite

element.

We may partition a commutative ring R into four classes:

I. (0)

II. felI is a unit of R}

III. (pip is a prime of R)

IV. fedc is a composite of R}

1
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Class II is non-vacuous since e is in that class.

Furthermore, the elements of class II form an abelian group

under multiplication, and if a and b are elements of R such

that a.b= c, then a and b are units. We note also that a

unit divides every non-null element of R.

Classes III and IV may be vacuous, since every non-null

element of a field is a unit.

Definition 5. Let R be a commutative ring, and a and b

be non-null elements of R. Then a and b are said to be asso-

ciates (written a ~b) if there exists a unit c in R such that

a= E.b.

We note that - is an equivalence relation.

Definition 6. Let R be a commutative ring. Then R is

said to be a ring with prime factorization if for every

non-null, non-unit element a in R, there exist primes

pl,p2'.',Pn (n>1) in R such that a= pl-p2*'.''epn

Definition 7. Let R be a commutative ring. Then R is

said to be a unique factorization ring if it is a ring with

prime factorization and factorization into primes is unique

in the following sense: if a=pl-p2 .'.P r=q 1 q 2 .'..qs

(the p and q1 primes) then r= s and for some arrangement

i lI2.'''jlr of 1,2,...,r, q. and p. are associates for

j=l ,2 ,...,r.

With these preliminary definitions stated, we may study

Euclidean domains. The concept of Euclidean domain was



originated by B. L. van der Waerden [3, p. 61]. The usual

definition follows.

Definition 8. Let E be an integral domain. Then E is

said to be a Euclidean domain if there is associated with

each non-null element a of E a non-negative integer called

the norm of a (denoted by N(a)) satisfying the following:

1. If a,bcE E, a/0, b:/O, then N(a-b)2N(a).

2. If a,bcE, a#O, b#0, then there exist q and r in

E such that a=q-b+r, where N(r)<N(b) or r=O.

We now state and prove an important property of Euclidean

domains.

Theorem 1. Let E be a Euclidean domain. Then E is a

principal ideal domain.

Proof. Let q denote an ideal in E. If q= J0), = (0).

If t/ (01, let a be an element of least norm in ci. Let b E q.

Then we can write b= q-a+r, where r is also an element of q

and since a is of least norm, r= 0. Hence E is a principal

ideal domain.

The converse of this theorem is not true, that is, not

all principal ideal domains are Euclidean domains. Motzkin

[1] has shown that the ring of integers in the quadratic

field R(-19) is a principal ideal domain, but not a

Euclidean domain.

One can show that a principal ideal domain is a unique

factorization domain and, hence, we can use Theorem 1 to show
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a Euclidean domain is a unique factorization domain. But

all of the proofs of the first relation which have been given

use the axiom of choice, or an equivalent axiom [2, p. 65]. For

Euclidean domains, however, unique factorization can be

shown without use of the axiom of choice. The following

theorems develop the necessary framework to reach this end.

Theorem 2. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and a and b be

non-null elements of E. If alb and bla, then a ~ b.

Proof. Since alb, there exists an x1E E such that

a=x-b. Similarly, since bja, there exists an x2 cEE such

that b= x2 -a. Hence b= x2 ex 1 b, and since b is non-null by

hypothesis, the cancellation law gives x2 x1 = e. Thus, x2

and x1 are units and a and b are associates.

Definition 9. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and a and b

be non-null elements of E. Then b is said to be a proper

divisor of a if a= b-c, where neither b nor c is a unit.

Theorem 3. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and a and b be

non-null elements of E. If b is a proper divisor of a, then

N(b)K N(a).

Proof. Since bja, there exists an xc:E such that

a= x-b, and since a and b are non-null elements of E, there

exist q,rcEE such that b= q-a+r, where N(r)<N(a) or r=0.

If r=0, alb, and a ~b, contrary to the hypothesis. Hence

r /0, N(r)<N(a), and b= (x-q)-b+r. Thus b(e - x-q)= r /O,

and N(b) N(r)(KN(a).
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Definition 10. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and a and

b be non--null elements of E. Then an element d of E is said

to be a common divisor of a and b if dia and dib.

Definition 11. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and a and

b be non--null elements of E. Then an element d of E is said

to be a greatest common divisor (sometimes abbreviated g.c.d.)

of a and b (written d= (a,b)), if d is a common divisor of a

and b, and every common divisor of a and b divides d.

Theorem 4. Let E be a Euclidean ring, a and b be non-

null elements of E, and d be a g.c.d. of a and b. Then if d

is a g.c.d. of a and b, d and d are associates, and every

associate of d is a g.c.d. of a and b.

Proof. Since both d and d are g.c.d.'s of a and b,

did and did. Thus by Theorem 2, d- d. Let d be a g.c.d. of

a and b, and let d d. Then there exist units l,C2 in E

such that d= -1 d and d= c2 -d. Then since dia and dib, it

follows that dia and dib and, hence, d is a common divisor

of a and b. Let c be any common divisor of a and b. Then

by definition, ccd. But did and thus cid. Hence _d is a

g.c.d. of a and b.

Theorem 5. Let E be a Euclidean domain, a and b be non-

null elements of E, and H= (x-z +y-b I x c E, y c E}. Then an

element d/0 of least norm in H is a g.c.d. of a and b.

Proof. Since a and b are non-null, H contains non-null

elements and, in particular, a non-null element of least
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norm, d. Moreover, since a and d are non-null elements of E,

there exist q and r in E such that a= q-d +r, where r=0 or

N(r)< N(d). Since d cH, there exist x' and y' in E such that

d= x'-a+y'-b, hence a- q (x'-a+y'-b)=r and rcH. Hence

r= 0 and dia. Similarly dib, and d is a common divisor of

a and b.

Let c be a common divisor of a and b. Then a=x5-c and

b=Y-c. Hence d=x'(-c) +y'(7- c)=(x'-7+y'-7)-c. Thus cId

and d is a g.c.d. of a and b.

Theorem 6. Let E be a Euclidean domain. The set of all

non-null elements in E of least norm is the set of all units

in E.

Proof. Let & be a unit of E, and b be a non-null ele-

ment of E. Then b= b-e= (b- c ).E, and N(b) N(E). Thus a

unit must have least norm in E.

Let b be a non-null element of least norm in E. Since

b and e are non-null elements of E, there exist q and r in E

such that e= q-b+r. Since b is of least norm in E, r= 0

and hence, b is a unit.

Theorem 7. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and b be a non-

null, non-unit element of least norm in E. Then b is prime.

Proof. Assume b is non-prime. Then there exist a and

c in E such that b= a-c, where neither a nor c are units,

and a and c are proper divisors of b. By Theorem 3,
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N(a)<N(b) and N(c)<N(b), which is contrary to the hypo-

thesis. Thus b is prime.

Definition 12. Let E be a Euclidean domain, and a and

b be non--null elements of E. Then a and b are said to be

relatively prime if a g.c.d. of a and b is a unit.

We note that c is an associate of e, hence (ab)= c

implies (ab)= e.

Theorem 8. 1. If (a,b)= d then there exist x and y in

E such that x-a+y.b=d.

2. (ab)=sc if and only if there exist x and y in E

such that x-a+y-b= C.

Proof. 1. Let d.=x-a+y-b be an element of least norm

in H. Then by Theorem 5, d is a g.c.d. of a and b, and by

Theorem 4, d ~7. Hence d=c-d= e(7-a+y-b)= (6-7)-a+(E -Y)-b,

where s-x and s-y are in E.

2. If x-a+y-b= c, then e is an element of H, and is of

least norm by Theorem 6. Hence by Theorem 5, is a g.c.d.

of a and b.

Theorem 9. Let E be a Euclidean domain, a, b, and c be

non-null elements of E. If aj b-c and (a,b)=e, then alc.

Proof. Since (ab)= e, by Theorem 8, there exist x and

y elements of E such that x-a+y.b= e. Hence x-a-c +y.b.c= c.

Since alb-c, aly-b-c, afx-a-c, and alx-a-c+y-b-c= c. Thus

alc.
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Theorem 10. Let E be a Euclidean domain, p be a prime

of E, and b be a non-null element of E. Then either (b,p) = p,

or (b,p) =e.

Proof. Let (b,p) =x. Then xfp and hence x-y= p. Since

p is prime, x or y is a unit. If x is a unit, it is an asso-

ciate of e, thus (b,p)= e. If x is not a unit, y is a unit

and x-~p. Hence by Theorem 4, (b,p)= p.

Theorem 11. Let E be a Euclidean domain, p be a prime

of E, and c be a unit of E. Then c-p is a prime.

Proof. Assume that s-p is not a prime. Since s-p is a

non-null, non-unit element of E, there exist a and b in E

such that s-p = a-b, with neither a nor b a unit. Then

p = F-p = ( E .a)-b and thus implies (E -a) is a unit.

But this implies a is a unit, and we have a contradiction.

Hence s-p is a prime.

Theorem 12. Let E be a Euclidean domain, p be a prime

in E, and bI,..,,,bk be non-null elements of E. Then if

p~b1 0b2 -....bk, plb for some i (15i< k).

Proof. We use induction. Let k=1. Then p~b1 , thus p

does divide a b in this case. Assume that if p b1 b2 ... bn1 n

then p divides some b.. Then suppose pib -b -...- b *b =1 2 n n+l
(b ..1.b)*b 4 . By Theorem 10, (bn+1 ,P) =p or (bn+i p e

If (bn+ 1 ,P)=p, then p~bn+1 . If (bn+i, p)=e, then by

Theorem9, p~b-... -bn, and thus p~b1 for some i. Hence in

either case, if p~b1-b2 ...- bn+i then pfb for some i, and

the induction is complete.
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Theorem 13 (Unique Factorization Theorem). Let E be a

Euclidean domain. Every non-null, non-unit element a in E

splits into prime elements and this representation as a

product of prime elements is unique in the following sense:

if a=Pl-P2''-eePr = l'q 2 ' ... qs (the pi and q1 prime), then

r= s and for some arrangement ir.f..,ir of l, .9, i.

and p. are associates for j=l,...,r.

Proof. We use induction. Let a be a non-null,

non-unit element of least norm in E. By Theorem 7, a is

a prime, thus prime factorization is trivial. Similarly,

if a=Pi-...Pr l''''s 5 , r=s=l, since a is prime, and p1

is an associate of q1 . Hence there is unique prime factori-

zation in this case.

Let a be a non-null, non-unit element with N(a) = k.

Assume that for all non-null, non-unit x in E, with N(x) K k,

x has prime factorization, which is unique in the sense

set forth in the theorem. If a is prime, then it has prime

factorization which is unique as in the first step. If a is

not prime, since a is non-null and a non-unit, a is a com-

posite, and there exist b and c in E such that a= b-c, with

neither b nor c a unit. Hence b and c are proper divisors

of a and by Theorem 3, N(b) K N(a) = k and N(c) K N(a)= k. By

the induction hypothesis, b= p'-...-p and c= q '-...-qs

thus a has prime factorization, a= p '- . . . -pr * ... s

Assume a:=p1 -...- p,)= ql ..... qm. Then since p Ia= ql....pm5
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by Theorem 12, pP divides some Ch, and since gh is prime,

p and gh are associates. Thus p, = E-qh and hence

pi'---.'*Pg.3= (C- 1qi)'q2 ' n-l n+l*'''' m. But pl-....p

is a p roper divisor of a, thus by Theorem 3, N(pp-. .:pg_ 1 ) K k,
and this prime factorization is unique by the induction

hypothesis. Since it is unique, Z-l= m-1, and there is an

arrangement i,..., i_ of 1,...,h-1lh+1,...,m such that

q i and p. are associates. Let i =h. Then , i is an

arrangement of 1,..., m, where q. and p . are associates

(j=1,..., m). Thus the factorization is unique in this case,

in the sense set forth in the theorem, and the induction is

complete.

A Euclidean domain E is said to be non-trivial if it

contains non-null elements other than units; in other words,

E is non-trivial if E is not a field. In a non-trivial

Euclidean domain there exists at least one prime and one com-

posite. A non-null, non-unit element of least norm is a

prime in E by Theorem 7. If p is a prime of E, then p2 is a

composite in E, since it is non-null, non-unit, and non-

prime.

We now divide the non-trivial Euclidean domains into

four categories. Let p1 and p2 be two primes in a Euclidean

domain E. Then p1 and p2 are said to be in the same equi-

valence class if pl~_p2 '
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TABLE I

CATEGORIES OF NON-TRIVIAL EUCLIDEAN
DOMAINS WITH EXAMPLES

Number Number of
Caemrerf Equivalence

Category Classes of Examples

Primes

1 Finite Finite None exist.

The p-adic integers; {[},

a,b E Z, (the ring of inte-
. . . .gers) (b#O0), (a,b)=l1,

2 Infinite Finite (brsi(b /)=l where
(b,pF-...-ipn)G=1 where

Pl ,..., Pn is a fixed set

of primes in Z.

Z (the ring of integers);

G F (p n) [x]; G (The Gaussian
.3nIintegers); the integers in

R(4-3), R( P7), R(47-_1).

The integers in R(4f); F[xl
4 Infinite Infinite (F the Rational, Real, or

Complex number field),

We will now show that category 1 is vacuous for non-

trivial Euclidean domains.

Theorem 14. Let E be a non-trivial Euclidean domain

with finitely many units. Then E has infinitely many equi-

valence classes of primes.

Proof. Assume E has exactly n > 1 equivalence classes

of primes. Let pl,p2''' pn be arbitrary representatives

from each of the n equivalence classes of primes, and let
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P=P "p2P '''-Pn. Consider A= (PM+ ej| m c Z, m> 0}. Assume

two elements are identical. Then there exist m, k c Z, with

~m +eM Pkk-in
k> m> O such that Pm +e-=Pk +e. Hence Pm. (Pk-e)= 0, and

since P is non-null, the cancellation law yields Pk-m = e.

But then P and hence each p1 is a unit, which contradicts

the hypothesis. Since E has only one null element and a

finite number of units, it follows from our assumption that

E has only a finite number of primes. Hence since A has

infinitely many distinct elements, A must contain infinitely

many composite elements. Assume me Z, m> O such that PM e

is a composite. Then Pm+e has a prime factorization by

Theorem 113, and thus there is a j, Thj5n such that p .IPm + e.

But by our definition of P, p .Pm, hence p . I Pm +e -Pm e

and p1 is a unit. This is contrary to our selection of pj.

Thus the assumption that A has a composite element is false.

Hence our original assumption that E has finitely many equi-

valence classes of primes is false and thus E has infinitely

many equivalence classes of primes.

We now look at an example of a non-trivial Euclidean

domain in category 2.

For P1,P2''.' n, n distinct positive prime elements

of Z, define x Ix, ycZ, (x,y)= 1 and

(y,p]jp2 *... pn) = 1) U 101. If a is a non-null element of

QP 1,,nthere exists unique cX a y in Z such that
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/ *P, l .an

a = y n , (cycx ) = 1, ay> 0 and

(ax-d ,p -p 2 ''''.n) 1. If a is a non-null element

cl 2  ctn
of , define N(a)==p1  -a p2 ..-Pn . Note

c .N(a)
that a== nx''from the unique representation above.

Theorem 15. The elements of l' '' '3 n form a Euclidean

domain under the norm N(a) .

Proof. Since Q,_c Q, 0 and 1 are elements of

ac' implies -a l''n and

closure can easily be shown, QPl.''''n is an integral

domain. For each non-null a in Ql p'.n N(a) is a unique

positive integer, thus we must demonstrate the two properties

of a norm for N(a). First, for a., non-null elements of

QP1 'll nN(acf) must be greater than or equal to N(a).

a* (a- Onn)n

Now N(a-3)= N N(n

an + n C' a1n.n
Pl 0""' Pn P1 ... *'En 1 .***'En =N -NS N(a).

Secondly, for a, in 'a n c and S non-null, there

must exist q, rcQ3 such that a= q-+r, where

r=0 or N(r)<N(a). Since N(a) and N(p) cZ, and Z is a

Euclidean domain, there exist q', r' in Z such that



N(a) =q' - N( ) + r', where r'= 0 or O<r'<NB).

Le q- "-x y ILet q=q -and r = r -. Then q + r=
ay

qax' s -N() a r a' -N() caxr' %N(a)
q y - +-+-c

. cy x y ay a yy O( a

Since ( x,p ... 'p) = 1 and ( n

r, q e 1 ''.. . If r' = 0, r = 0 and if r/' 0,

N(r)=N(r ')S<r'<N(s). Hence q and r are two elements of

*,1'', 5n such that a:= q- 5+r, where r=0 or N(r)< N( ),

and Q is a Euclidean domain.

We note that for p a prime in Z, p/p, (l i n),

P I - C and so they are units. Since Z has in-F c Q, * * * ,n

finitely many primes, l''''' n has infinitely many units.

Furthermore, Ql''** n has exactly n equivalence classes

of primes, that is, each pi with its associates form an

equivalence class of primes.

For examples in categories 3 and 4 we turn to poly-

nomial rings over fields. The degree of a non-null poly-

nomial f(x) in a polynomial ring R[x] (R a field) will be

denoted by deg f(x).

Theorem 16. Let R be a field. Then the polynomial

ring R[xj is a non-trivial Euclidean domain under the norm

N(f (x)) = deg f (x) (f (x)#/ 0) .
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Proof. Since R[x] is an integral domain [3, p. 461

we have only to show that N(f(x)) is a norm. Now N(f(x))

is a non-negative integer and is unique for each non-null

f(x). Let f(x) and g(x) be non-null polynomials in R[x].

Then deg [f(x).g(x)] = deg f(x) +deg g(x), and hence

N(f(x)-g(x))=N(f(x)) +N(g(x)) N(f(x)). Thus the first

property of a norm is satisfied. Next, suppose that

deg f(x)= r and deg g(x) = s. Then we may write f(x) =

ar x+... +ao (ar/) and g(x)=bsx +x... + bo (bs5/0) . If

N(f (x))< N(g(x)), then f(x) =0-g(x) +f(x), and the second

property of a norm holds. If N(f(x)) N(g(x)), r -s L-O and

we use induction. Let k= r -s=0. Define q(x)= arb ~ ,

where bs~ is the inverse of bs in R. Then f(x) = q(x). g(x)+t(x),

where t(x)= 0 or N(t(x))< N(g(x)) and the second property

holds in this case. Assume for r-s= k that there exist a

q(x) and t(x) in R[xl such that f(x)= q(x)-g(x) +t(x),

where t(x)= 0 or N(t(x))< N(g(x)). Let r-s= k +1. Then for

g'(x)= x-g(x), r-s= k, and hence there exist q'(x) and t'(x)

in RMx] such that f (x) = q'(x) -x-g(x) + t'(x) , where t '(x) = 0

or N(t '(x)) < N(x.g(x))=N(g(x)) +1. If t '(x) = 0 or N(t '(x))K

N(g(x)), there is nothing more to prove. If N(t'(x))= N(g(x)),

we may write t/'(x)= csxs +..+. +co (cs/ 0). Then if we let

Z(x) = csbs~ and t (x) = f (x) -q() -x -g(x) -z(x) -g(x), we

have f(x) = [q '(x) -x - z(x) ]-g(x) + t(x) where t(x) = 0 or

N(t(x))< N(g(x)). This completes the induction, and R[x]



is a Euclidean domain. Furthermore, e-x is a non-null, non-

unit element of R[x] and R[xi is non-trivial.

By Theorem 6, the units in R[x] will be the non-null

elements of least norm, norm zero in this case. Thus the

units in R[x] will simply be the non-null elements of R.

Hence if R is a finite field, R[x] has finitely many units.

Since e-x is a non-null, non-unit element in R[x], and has

norm one, by Theorem 7, e-x is prime. By Theorem 14, since

R[x] is non-trivial, R[x] has infinitely many equivalence

classes of primes, Furthermore, if R=GF(pn) R[x] has pn_

units and infinitely many equivalence classes of primes.

Thus for R a finite field, R[xI is in category 3.

Similarly, if R is an infinite field, the non-null ele-

ments of R are units of R[x]. The element e-x+b, for b an

element of R, e-x+b is non-null, non-unit element of norm

one, and thus ex+b is a prime. Furthermore, let a and b

be distinct elements of R, and assume that e*x+a and eex +b

are associates. Since e-x+a=c (e.o+b), s = e and e=a-b,

which is inconsistent since a and b are distinct, and in-

verses are unique. Thus R[x] has infinitely many equivalence

classes of primes, and R[x] is in category 4.

16
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CHAPTER II

EUCLIDEAN RINGS

We have seen that there exist n o non-trivial Euclidean

domains in category 1. In this chapter we shall generalize

the definition of Euclidean domain, and obtain rings in

category 1.

Definition 13. Let E be a commutative ring. Then E

is said to be a Euclidean ring if there is associated with

each non-null element a of E a non-negative integer called

the norm of a (denoted by N(a)) satisfying the following:

1. If a,b c E, and a-b 0, then N(a-b) N(a).

2. If a,b c E, a0, b# O, then there exist q and r

in E such that a= q-b+r, where N(r)K<N(b) or r= 0.

In working with the Euclidean ring, there are advan-

tages in generalizing the definition of prime elements. The

general definition follows.

Definition 3'. Let R be a commutative ring. A non-

null, non-unit element p in R is said to be prime if and

only if p= a-b implies p ~a or p ~b.

This definition of prime is equivalent to the previous

definition for Euclidean domains. If p is a prime under the

old definition, then p= a-b implies a= 61 ,or b= E , hence

18
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p -b or p-~ a, and p is a prime under the new definition. If

p is a prime under the new definition, then p= a-b implies

p ~b or p a. Hence p= a-b= c 1 b or p = a-b= 2 -a, and since

a and b are non-null, by the cancellation law, a=C 1 or

b= c2. Hence p is a prime under the old definition.

We will state and prove a number of theorems for Eu-

clidean rings analogous to those for Euclidean domains.

Theorem 3'. Let E be a Euclidean ring in which a and b

are non-null elements of E, and alb and bla implies a-~b.

If a = b - c an d a/-b, a/ c, then N(b) < N(a) and N(c)K< N(a).

Proof. Since a and b are non-null elements of E, there

exist q and r in E such that b= q-a+r, where r=0 or

N(r)<N(a). If r=O, then alb, and since a=b-c, bla, thus

a~ b, which is contrary to the hypothesis. Hence r-1'O, and

N(r)<N(a). Furthermore, r=b-q.a=b-q.b-c=b(e-q- c), and

by the first property of a norm, N(b) 5 N(r)< N(a). Similarly,

N(c) K N(a).
Theorem 7'. Let E be a Euclidean ring in which a and b

are non-null elements of E, and alb and bla implies a-~b.

Let M be the set of all non-null, non-unit elements of least

norm. Then p an element of M is a prime under Definition 3'.

Proof. Assume p is not a prime. Then there exist a

and b in E such that p= a-b and p/a and p/ b. By Theorem ',

N(b)< N(p) and N(a)K N(p). But since p/ a, b is not a unit,

and since p /b, a is not a unit. Neither is null, since p
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would then be null. Hence a and b are non-null, non-unit

elements with norm less than p, contrary to the hypothesis.

Thus the assumption that p is not prime is false, and p is

prime under Definition 3'.

Theorem 13'. Let E be a Euclidean ring in which a and

b are non-null elements of E, and alb and bla implies a~ b.

Then E is a ring with prime factorization under Definition 3'.

Proof. We use induction. Let a be a non-null, non-

unit element of least norm. By Theorem 7', a is a prime

under Definition 3', and thus a has prime factorization

trivially. Assume that for every c a non-null, non-unit

element of E with N(c) <k, c has prime factorization under

Definition 3'. Let a be a non-null, non-unit element of E

with N(a)= k. If a is prime under Definition 3', prime fac-

torization follows trivially. If a is not prime, then there

exist b and c in E such that a=b-c and a/fb, and atc. By

Theorem 31', N(b)<KN(a)= k and N(c)<KN(a)= k, thus both b and

c have prime factorization under Definition 3'. Therefore

a has prime factorization in this case, and the induction

is complete.

If in is a positive integer (m>1) in the ring of inte-

gers Z, then the set of residue classes (CO C1 .'N, m-1

(where icEC(i=0,...,m-1)) with the two binary operations

Ca+C b 0 afb

Ca -Cb C a-b
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form a commutative ring Z/m, called the residue class ring

of Z modulo m.

We note that Z/p (p prime) is a field, and therefore a

trivial Euclidean ring if we define N(Ca) =0 for all Ca #C0
in Z/m. For the rings Z/pn (p prime, n> 1) we have a non-

trivial situation, and we study these special rings first.

Theorem 18. The element Ck in Z/pn (n> 1) (p prime) is

a unit if and only if (k, p ) = 1.

Proof. Let Ck be a unit in Z/pn. Then there exists an

element C . in Z/m such that C .- CI= C and hence, an m in Z

n nIlsuch that j-k= 1 +m-p. Rearranging, we find (m-p-)-p+j,-k= 1,

and hence (p, k) 1 by Theorem 8, since Z is a Euclidean

domain.

Let Ck be an element of Z/p n such that (k, p) = 1.

Since (k, p) = 1, (k, pn)= 1 and by Theorem 8, there exist

j, m in Z such that j-p +m-k = l . Hence m-k= 1 +(j)-pn

Cm4k 0 l and C is a unit.

Theorem 19. The element Ck in Z/Pn (n> 1) (p prime) is

a prime under definitions 3 and 13' if and only if k= hp

where (h, p) = 1.

Proof. Let Ck be an element in Z/pn such that k= h-p

where (h, p) = 1. Then (k, p) = p, and Ck is not a unit by

Theorem 18. However, (h, p) = 1, and thus h is a unit.

Assume h-p a-b (mod pn). We may write a= pea sand

b = %-ps, where (6a*Eb, p) = 1. Then p =-a-b-h~

as s - -l s+s' nEa b- - aE bh -p (mod pn). Thus, since
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n>l , s +s 1 and only one of s and s ' is 1, say s= 1.

Then a c a -p (mod pf) and Ca =C Cap, and k is a prime

under definition 3'. Since (cal P) = 1, Cc is a unit, and
a

so C a CP. Also b = b' = b, and since (-b'P)=1C

is a unit, and k is a prime under definition 3.

Let k be a prime under definition 3. Then since

Ck = Cat b implies one of Ca or Cb is a unit, it also implies

the other is an associate of Ck, and thus is a prime under

definition 3'. We may write k= hps, where (h, p) = 1 and

s < n, since k is non-null. If s = 0, then (k, p) = 1 and k is

a unit, which contradicts the hypothesis. If s> 1, then

there are s ', s with O< s 'Kn, <)s'"<n and a= hps, b=p

such that Ck=CaOCb, where neither (a,p)= 1 nor (b,p)= 1.

But then neither Ca nor Cb is a unit, which contradicts the

hypothesis. Thus s=1, and k=h.p where (h,p)= 1.

In addition, Theorem 19 shows that definition 3 and

definition 31 are equivalent for Z/pn

Theorem 20. Let Ca cZ p , a/ 0, a= kps where (k, p) 1.

Then if we define N(Ca) s, Z/pn is a Euclidean ring under

this norm.

Proof. If Ca 0b =CO, with a=k-ps, b=k' 'p and

(k-k', p)= 1, then s +s'Kn. Thus a-b h-ps+s (mod pn)

with (h, p) = 1. Thus N(Ca- b) N(Ch-ps+s') = s+s ' > s = N(Ca)

and N(Ca-b) N(Ca)*



If N(Ca)<N(Cb), then Ca a=Co;C b +Ca, and the second

property holds. If N(Ca) N(Cb) and a=k-ps, b = k -p ,

(k-k ',p) = 1, let Cq =kpCs-s' S (Ce) I. Then Ca=Cq-Cb+Cbo

and again the second property holds.

Theorem 21. Let Ca, Cb be elements in Z/pn (n> 1)

(p prime) ,Ca/C0, /Cb o -If CCb and Cb!Ca, then Ca and

Cb are associates.

Proof. Since CalOb and CbICa, there exist C. and Ck

such that Ca C =Cb and Cb- Ck a . Thus from the first

property of a norm, N(Ca) N(Cb) and N(Cb) N(Ca), and hence

N(Ca) = N(Cb) . Therefore a = k-ps, b = k' -ps (k, p) = (k', p) = 1,

and C C. b*Ck*(Ck')~1, where Ck and (Ck')~1 are both units.

Hence Ca and Cb are associates.

Thus from Theorem 131', Z/pn (n> 1) is a ring with prime

factorization under definitions 1 and 3 '. However we prove

a stronger theorem.

Theorem 22. The residue class ring Z/pn is a unique

factorization ring under definition 3 or 3'.

Proof. If n= 1, Z/pn is a field, and so it has unique

factorization trivially. If n> 1, the only primes under

either definition are the associates of Cp, from Theorem 19.

Assume Ca/0, ---C =0C = C ' ''60C ', where C
a ppr 1 Ps

and C p are primes. Then for each i=1,...,r, C ~-C and
pi pi p

C =C -0C where C is a unit. Similarly, for each i= 1,.. .,s,
pi 1 p

C -C - C where C ' is a unit.
i i p
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Thus if E . (mod p') and E...
1 r

(mod pa) C - -)= S-.. C - =C - .. C =(mod p-lp)r 6(C )rp e p K Er P 0,1 0  pr

Ca *pp p *- 0 *c p= Cc/ -(CP) sEC sp and

r = N(C -r) =N(Ca) = N(C C )= s, so r=s. Further-

more C =0 -0 =* C - (0 ')~.0( C , and 0 C for each
Pi i iP i Pi

i= 1,..., r. Hence Z/p1n is a unique factorization ring under

definition 3 or 35'.

Theorem 23. Let m be a positive integer, m> 1 and

M = P, -...- P n i prime, s > 0, (i = 1, 2 ,...,n) and

pg /p if i= j). Then Z/m= Z/p1 s *... Z/pnsn.

Proof. Each residue class C. in Z/m contains exactly

one non-negative integer less than m, namely i. Hence

defining i+j=k if C. +C.=k and i-j=k if C. C. =C
1 J 1 j k

we may use these representative elements in place of the

residue classes as elements of Z/m and likewise for

Z/p si (i = 1, 2,..., n).

Let ac Z/m. Then a cZ, and there exist unique a. such
S1

that a c Ca EZ/pi i for 1<i5n. Define H(a) = (a 1 ,..., an)
11s 1sn

where (a,..., .. an) E Z p < .. 0 Z n. Clearly, H is

surjective. Let (a1 ,..., an) cZ/p1  ... 3Z pn . By
1 n

the Chinese Remainder Theorem, since (piim3 pjJ) = 1 for

1 j, there is a unique a ' c Z, O 5 a 'm, such that
s.

a C 0, E Z i1 1 <in. Thus, there is a unique as Z/m
pi1
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such that H(a) = (a1 ,..., an), and H is bijective. More-

over, H is an isomorphism, since if H(7) = (1,..5., n) and

H(f) = (x%,..., Xn), then H(i+z) = (x +x,...,x n ) and
Hz) =( -1,..,nn nn

s s S
We define a norm on Z/m where m= p P2  .. n*

If x :Z/pi 1(x/0), let Ni(x) denote the norm of x as
s.

defined in Theorem 20. If xEZ/p '(x= 0), define N (x)= s .

Then if acZ/m, (a/0), and a = (a1 ,..., an), we define

N(a) = N1 (a) + ... + Nn(an)'

Theorem 24. The residue class ring Z/m (m > I ) is a

Euclidean ring under the norm defined above.

Proof. Let a, b cZ/m, a/0., b/C, a= (a1 ,..., an)

b= (b1 ,..., bn). If bja1 for each i=1,...,n, then there

exist q such that a = q-b. for each i=l,...,n and thus

(a1 ,..., an) (q1  qn n) (b1 ,..., bn). Hence the second

property holds in this case.

If b. a. for some i, we construct q in the following

way. If b. /O then a. = q -b. +r. in Z/p.', with r. =0 or

N (r )K N (b). If r./CO, let q.= q'. If r.= 0 then let

q. = q.' - 1, and thus, a1 =q.b. + r., where N. (r.) = N (b.)

If b. =0, let q.=C and r. = a.. Then N.(r1 )<Ni(b.)=S..

Finally (a1 ,..., an)=(q1 ..' n) (b1 ,..., bn )(r 1 ,..., rn)

where N 1(r)5N(b1 ) for each i=1,..., n, and Nj(ri)<Ni(b.)

for some i. Hence, in this case the second property holds.
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Furthermore, suppose a*b ' 0. Then N(a-b) =

N(a1 b..., anb) = Nl(al-bl) + ... + Nn(aIn-bn)

a. b.=0, then s. = N (a..b. ) 2 N.(a.). If a. -b. #0, 0 then
1 1 1 11 1 1 1

since Z/p. I is a Euclidean ring, N. (a,-b.) N(a.) . Hence

N(a-b) 2 Nl(al) + ... + Nn(an) =N(a), and the first property

holds.

We note that Theorem 24 is a special case of a general

theorem concerning Euclidean rings. Samuel [41 has proved

that the direct sum of Euclidean rings is likewise a Euclidean

ring. Fletcher [31 had proved this theorem for bounded Eu-

clidean rings.

Theorem 25. The element a= (a,....., an) in Z/m

(m = -p sn) is a unit if and only if a. =c, a unitm- 1 n 'rn

in Z/p S (i = 1,... .,n).

Proof. First we note that the element (1, 1,..., 1) is

the unit element. Let b= (el ... , 5 n ) Then

a-b = ( 1 l)... , 6n=61 5 ''( 1 1 ''0 1Eno n

(I, I,..., 1). Thus a is a unit.

Suppose a is a unit in Z/m. Then there is a b =(b1 ,..., )b

in Z/m such that a-b = e. Hence a.-b. = 1 in Z/p. i for

each 15 i!n. Thus, a is a unit in Z/p si, for each

1:i< n.

Theorem 26. If a = (a,,..., an) and b = (bI 1,..., bn)

are elements of Z/m (a'0O, b '0) and aIb, bla, then a-b.
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Proof. Since alb and bfa, it follows that a.|b.

and b Iai (i=1,2 ,...,n). Moreover, it follows that a.=b.=0
i i1

or a 40 and b #0 (i=1,2,...,n). If a. 0, b.A , then

from Theorem 21, a. E-b. for some unit c. in Z/p.s.
1 111

If ai= b = 0, then ac= . -b. for any unit 6. in Z/p.s'

Hence a= E.b, where (el,..., en) is a unit in Z/m by

Theorem 25, and a ~b.

Hence from Theorem 13' we have trivially the following

theorem.

Theorem 27. The residue class ring Z/m (m> 1) is a

ring with prime factorization under definition 3'.

If M is the set of all non-null, non-unit elements in

Z/m of least norm, we note that the elements of M may not

be prime under definition 3. However, we prove the following

theorem.

Theorem 28. Let m = p s.s..pn (s,>l, i= 1,2,..., n)

Let M be the set of all non-null, non-unit elements in Z/m

of least norm. Then every element of M is prime under

definition 3.

Proof. If c is a unit in Z/m, N(6) = 0. Since

s >1 (i = 1, 2,..., n) an element in Z/m will have norm

equal to 1 if and only if it is of the form ( l.!*...

C i Pi, E i+1''' n),wherecj. is a unit in Z/p.J

(j = 1, 2,.,., n). Hence p is an element of M if and only

if it is of this form. Suppose now that p c M, and
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p s(15'1i-1 1  i i Ei+1 '.' E 1n) = (a ,....., an) (bi, . .bn)

when a. and b. must be units in Z/p.sJ if jA i, and

a -b. = e p.. This last fact implies that either a. or b.

is a unit in Z/p i. Hence either (a1 ,...,an) or (b,..., br2

is a unit by Theorem 25, and p is prime under definition 3.

Theorem 29. The residue class ring Z/m (m= pls1. ... pnsn)

is a ring with prime factorization under definition 3 if and

only if m is a prime or s I1 for each i= 1,..., n.

Proof. If m is a prime, Z/m is a field and hence is

trivially a ring with prime factorization under definition 3.

Let s=1 for some i=l,..., n. Then the element

a= (e0,..., ei, 0 , Ci+1''''' n) is not a unit by Theorem25

since 0 is not a unit in Z/p1 . Assume this Z/m has prime

factorization under definition 3, specifically a= pl...epr.

Then for some j=1,..., r p.= (',.., l.5' l.',...,+1'n)

since Z/m is a field and since for each k = 1,..., n, k # i

pl'... -pr k s (mod p sk), each P' is a unit. However,

(1,..., 1,0, 1,..., 1) where neither factor is a unit by

Theorem 25 since 0 is not a unit in Z/p.. Hence p. is not
i a

a prime under definition 3, and our assumption must be false,

that is, Z/m does not have prime factorization under defi-

nition 3.

Let s>1 for each i=l,..., n and let a cZ/m, a not a

unit, with a= (a1 ,..., an). For each i=, n,
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N. (a) S. Ni(a) N(an)
a ep (mod p1 b and thus a= (e 1 ... n an)

' 

-

) .TT(l-, 9 11Pi, p 1,..., 13J1  )for N(a1) = /0.

Since a is not a unit, there is some j (l5j m) such that

N (a)=/0. We note that if b = (e. . . C, efp 1  +1//

then N(b) = 1, and by Theorem 28, b is prime under definition

3. Hence if we replace (e,3..., en) * (1,-.., , pj. 1,..., 1)

by (El'..*.* , ep., E..., En) in the above product, we

have a written as a product of primes under definition 3.

Thus Z/m is a ring with prime factorization under this

definition.

Theorem 30. The residue class ring Z/m is a unique

factorization ring under definitions 3 and 3 / if and only

if m = pn (p a prime).

Proof. By Theorem 2, Z/m is a unique factorization

ring under both definitions if m = pn

If m#/pn, then for a= (0, 1, ... , 1), a c Z/m. Note that

a= a-a. Thus if a has prime factorization a= pl-...-pn (under

definition 3 or 3'), it also has prime factorization

a = p a- .9Pm' P1 ' '- -*Pm and therefore a does not have unique

factorization into primes. If x has no prime factorization,

Z/m is not a ring with prime factorization, and hence in

either case Z/m is not a unique factorization ring.

'We note that the residue class ring Z/m has a finite

number of elements, and is non-trivial for m not a prime.



Hence this is an example of a Euclidean ring with finite

number of units and a finite number of equivalence classes

of primes, and therefore an example of a Euclidean ring in

Category 1.

We have left several questions unanswered. It would be

interesting to know what Euclidean rings have the property

proven for Z/m in Theorem 26, and included in the hypothesis

of a number of other theorems. Fletcher [21 has given an

example of a commutative ring not having this property. It

would also be interesting to know what positive integers can

serve as the order of the group of units in a Euclidean ring.

For -the case of the odd positive integers, Ditor [1] has

settled this question for rings in general. For the case of

the even positive integers, the question remains open.
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